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Arrow Eco 300 FAQ’s

1.) What size area do I need to operate the Eco 300?
- The Arrow Eco 300 is approximately 1,100mm x 650mm x 750mm and weighs approximately
75Kg. We recommend leaving an additional 1-2 feet of free space around the system.

2.) What is the maximum roll size for the system?
- The maximum media roll size that can be used with the Eco 300 is 406mm wide and 355mm in
outer diameter.

3.) What consumables or tooling are required for the system?
-

The only consumables for the Eco 300 are the die cutting blades. The blades are made from high
quality materials and tend to last quite a long time.

4.) What other jobs or functions can the Eco 300 perform?
-

In addition to die cutting, the Eco 300 also has an uptake for matrix removal.

5.) What software can be used with the Eco 300?
- The Eco 300 utilizes its own proprietary software that can be run through a network.
6.) What power supply is required to run the Eco 300?
-

The Eco 300 can be used with either 110V or 220V power supplies.

7.) What keeps the web path straight on the Eco 300?
-

The Eco 300 uses a proprietary sensor mark that ensures accuracy of <.1mm.

8.) What is the maximum cutting speed of the system?
- The maximum cutting speed of the Eco 300 can range from 1-3m/min depending on a number of
factors such as intricacy of the label design, label cut-file formatting, design layout, and material
used.

9.) Where does the Eco 300 fit into our workflow?
- The Eco 300 is the perfect compact blade finishing system to compliment digital printers for short
run labels or prepress sampling. The system is extremely easy to use and can be learned and
implemented in under 30 minutes.

